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We des ribe the latest work in our programme to implement a linear ion trap quantum information pro essor with 40 Ca+ . This is an experimental demonstration of
read-out for a qubit whi h is stored in the spin state of the valen e ele tron, in the
ground ele troni level.
1

Introdu tion

Sin e the original suggestion of Cira and Zoller,1 the linear ion trap has been widely
regarded as one of the most promising systems for the experimental implementation of
quantum omputing, at least on the s ale of  10 qubits.2 3 The isolated environment of an
ion trap provides extremely good prote tion against de oheren e4 and motional degrees of
freedom may be used to implement quantum logi gates.5
We have built a linear ion trap for 40 Ca+ , with the aim of experiments in quantum
information pro essing. 40 Ca+ is a promising ion spe ies be ause it o ers a moderately
high re oil energy, yet the relevant transitions are a essible to solid-state diode lasers. In
this paper we report a demonstration of state read-out for a qubit stored in the two Zeeman
states of the ground S1=2 level of this ion.
;

2

Quantum

+
omputing in 40 Ca

The low-lying energy levels of 40 Ca+ are shown in gure 1(a). A natural hoi e for a pair
of internal states to be used as a qubit are the S1=12=2 Zeeman states of the ground level (we
J
use the notation LM
J to represent the Zeeman state M of the level J in the term L), split
by an external magneti eld. Sin e they are in the ground level these states are extremely
long-lived, and oherent ontrol is possible using Raman transitions via an intermediate
state far-detuned from one of the S$P transitions. The two beams required an both be
derived from one laser, with a pre isely- ontrolled radio-frequen y splitting between them
applied using a ousto- or ele tro-opti al te hniques; thus the diÆ ulties of addressing a
very narrow transition dire tly are avoided. The Raman transition would also be used for
ooling to the motional ground state, using sideband ooling or the re ently-proposed EIT
ooling of Morigi et al.6 An alternative hoi e of qubit in 40 Ca+ is implemented in ref.7
J

3

Read-out for a ground state qubit

The diÆ ulty with using this \ground state" qubit o urs when it is ne essary to read out
the qubit state (for example, at the end of any applied quantum logi gates, or even to
probe the motional state populations after sideband or EIT ooling). A te hnique whi h
naturally suggests itself for dete ting the state of a single ion with high eÆ ien y is that of
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Figure 1. (a) Low-lying energy levels of 40 Ca+ with allowed transitions (wavelengths to the nearest nm).
The proposed qubit states are indi ated. The numbering of the levels is used in the text. (b) Dire tions and
polarizations of laser beams in the experiment relative to the applied magneti elds B (out of the page) and
B0 where  represents linear polarization out of the page. Typi al beam intensities (W/m2 ) are indi ated
in bra kets. The sense of the ir ular polarization of the 397  beam is reversed between experimental runs.
The position of the ion is indi ated by  and the axis of the linear trap by the dashed line.

ele tron shelving.8 In the present ase this involves transferring the ion sele tively from one
of the qubit states to the metastable \shelved" D5=2 level, where it will remain on average
for  (D5=2 ) = 1168 ms; if the near-resonant Doppler- ooling radiation on S1=2 $ P1=2 is then
applied (together with D3=2 $ P1=2 repumping light) the ion will only uores e if it was not
shelved. The presen e or absen e of uores en e an be dete ted with high eÆ ien y in a
time short ompared with  (D5=2 ).
However, the splitting imposed between the S1=12=2 Zeeman states should be small
( 3 MHz), so as to minimize the e e t of u tuations in the applied magneti eld during
oherent qubit manipulations. In this ase the qubit states annot be resolved from ea h
other using the allowed S$P transitions (whi h have linewidths  23 MHz). Therefore we
in rease the magneti eld for the read-out phase of the experiment until the Zeeman omponents of these transitions are spe trally resolved. We may then shelve the S1=12=2 qubit
state by ex iting the 393 nm y ling transition S1=12=2 $ P3=32=2 with a short pulse of 
polarized light, whi h allows spontaneous de ay into the shelved level; due to a favourable
D5=2 =D3=2 bran hing ratio, the ion is shelved in D5=2 with about 89% probability. Provided
=2
1=2
that the magneti eld is large enough that o -resonant ex itation of the S+1
1=2 $ P3=2
+1
=2
transition is negligible, the S1=2 qubit state will be una e ted. Although not exploited in
the present experiments, the 11% population `lost' to D3=2 ould be re y led without orrupting the qubit state by applying subsequent pulses of 850 nm light on the D3=12=2 $ P3=32=2
and D3=32=2 $ P3=32=2 transitions; after several omplete y les the probability of S1=12=2 being
shelved in D5=2 would then be extremely lose to 1.
A simpli ed rate equation solution for the population transfer during the 393 nm shelv=2
1=2
ing pulse may be found analyti ally9 by modelling the system as three levels [S+1
1=2 ; S1=2 ; D℄
with populations [N+ (t); N (t); N (t)℄ respe tively, and two transition rates: (i) the (deD
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sired) rate R of transfer from S1=12=2 to the metastable D states, and (ii) the (undesired) rate
+1=2
1=2
R0 of transfer from S1=2 to S1=2 . Thus
d
d
d
N = R0 N+ ;
N = R0 N+ RN
;
N = RN
dt +
dt
dt
where the initial ondition N (0) = 1 N+ (0) is given (for example, N (0) = 0:75 if the
ion is prepared in the S1=12=2 state in 75% of experiments) and N (0) = 0. The experiment
measures the proportion N3 of the population shelved in D5=2 , whi h we nd to be



bR
R0
0
N3 (t) = bN (t) =
N
(0)
(1
e
)
+
[1
N
(0)℄
(1
e
)
(1)
R R0
R
where the bran hing ratios give the numeri al fa tor b  0:89 and t = 393 is the duration
of the shelving pulse.
1=2
3=2
R o urs through resonant ex itation of the S1=2 $ P3=2 transition, to whi h the
393 nm laser is tuned, followed by spontaneous de ay to the D states:
D

D

Rt

D

R t

2
15

( + 35 )
2 + 25 25
where the subs ripts refer to levels numberedPas in gure 1(a); 25 ; 35 are the P3=2 !
D3=2 ; D5=2 spontaneous de ay rates, and 5 =
5 is the re ipro al of the P3=2 lifetime.
The S1=2 $ P3=2 Rabi frequen y 15 is related to the  = 393 nm  laser intensity I15 by
33 5
2
=
I
15
2h 15
+1=2
1=2
R0 arises from o -resonant ex itation of S1=2 ! P3=2 followed by spontaneous de ay
1
=2
to S1=2 :


 2
5 =2
R0 =
9 15 Æ2 + 25 =4
where the detuning Æ = 23  B=h and B is the magneti eld applied during the read-out
pulse. These expressions allow the measured D5=2 population N3 (393 ) to be related to the
basi experimental parameters 393 , B , I15 and N (0).
Following ref.9 we de ne the eÆ ien y of the read-out pro ess to be the di eren e between the shelved population N3 (t) when N (0) = 1 and that when N (0) = 0. However,
we allow for imperfe t preparation of the initial populations and nd that, in two experiments where the initial populations are N (1) (0) and N (2) (0), the observed eÆ ien y is
redu ed by a fa tor [N (1) (0) N (2)(0)℄, to give
h (1)
i bR  0

(2)
e
e
(2)
(t) = N (0) N (0)
R R0
R

=

2
15

i

i

B

R t

Rt

with N (1) (0) > N (2) (0). For the purposes of testing the read-out s heme, we attempt to
ensure that N (1) (0)  1 and N (2) (0)  0.
4

Experiment

Mu h of the apparatus has already been des ribed elsewhere.10 We give here a brief review
and details of the additions ne essary for the present experiment.
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4.1 Trap

The entral va uum hamber is eva uated to around 2  10 11 torr and a loud of al ium
ions is loaded into the linear Paul trap using a al ium oven and ele tron gun. After loading,
the amplitudes of the radio-frequen y (6.2 MHz) radial trapping eld and the DC axial eld
are redu ed to approximately 100 VPP and 30 V respe tively (giving typi al trap se ular
frequen ies of 500 kHz radially and 200 kHz axially). A low-voltage \ti kle" os illation is
then applied to one of the end- aps until only a single ion remains in the trap.
4.2 Lasers

Figure 1(b) shows the dire tions and polarizations of the various laser beams used in the
experiment, relative to the low (B0  3 G) and high (B  100 G) applied magneti elds.
Typi al intensities are also shown; beam spot sizes at the trap are  100  100 m. All ve
beams may be independently swit hed, either with me hani al shutters or with a oustoopti modulators. The lasers are of the external avity grating-stabilized design, and all
ex ept the laser at 854 nm are lo ked to stabilized referen e avities whi h redu e linewidth
and medium-term frequen y drift to the 1 MHz level.
The 397 beam for Doppler ooling (to  1 mK) and uores en e dete tion is provided
by a frequen y-doubled master-slave diode system operating at 794 nm. The same laser
system is used for the low-intensity 397 beam whose ir ular polarization with respe t to
+1=2
1=2
B0 is hosen to prepare the ion in either the S1=2 or S1=2 qubit state.
Light from a violet laser diode (393 beam) is used to transfer the ion from the S1=12=2
ground state to the shelved D5=2 level, via P3=32=2 . The intensity at the ion is very low sin e
only  50 transitions are ne essary to shelve the ion, and the beam is swit hed using an
AOM in order to give a shelving pulse of well- ontrolled duration (from 1 s to 50 ms).
The light is linearly-polarized perpendi ular to the read-out magneti eld B and thus half
the total beam intensity is available to ex ite any of the resolved  omponents of the
S1=2 $ P3=2 transition; here it is tuned to be resonant with the S1=12=2 $ P3=32=2 omponent.
J
The 866 repumping beam is polarized su h that it repumps from all DM
3=2 states, in both
the low and high magneti elds. The 854 beam is used to de-shelve the ion, after the
dete tion phase, in preparation for the next experimental sequen e.
4.3 Magneti

elds

The dire tion of the low eld B0 is aligned parallel to the 397 opti al pumping beam by
minimizing the ioni uores en e due to the 397 light. For pra ti al reasons, the high
eld B is applied perpendi ular to B0 , so that the axis of the S1=12=2 qubit states must be
adiabati ally rotated as B is applied. This is ensured by the  5 ms swit h-on time- onstant
of the high- eld oils; numeri al simulations showed this to be at least an order of magnitude
slower than the rate required to introdu e a 1% error in the measured state.
4.4 Dete tion

Fluores en e from the ion at 397 nm is olle ted in a dire tion perpendi ular to the plane of
propagation of the laser beams by a ompound lens whi h subtends a solid angle of 0.20 sr
at the trap, and is imaged via a violet lter onto a photomultiplier onne ted to a gated
photon ounter. The net ount rate from a single ion is around 30 kHz; a ounting bin
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Figure 2. Dete tion methods. (a) Histogram of photomultiplier ounts re orded during the 8 ms dete tion
phase of 10,000 experimental sequen es (se tion 4.5) in whi h a single ion was rst opti ally pumped towards
the S1=12=2 state, then shelved in the D5=2 level as des ribed in the text. The ounts when the ion is shelved
are due to s attered light from the 397 nm dete tion beam. A threshold (dashed line) is set to determine
the number of experiments in whi h the ion was shelved; in this data set, the uores en e is below the
threshold in 80% of the experiments (N3 = 0:80). (b) Linear rystal of eight ions, imaged on the intensi ed
CCD amera. The amera provides spatial information, but this parti ular devi e does not possess suÆ ient
quantum eÆ ien y at 397 nm to dete t whether individual ions are uores ing or not as rapidly as the PMT.

of 8 ms gives ample dis rimination between the \ion uores ing" and \ion shelved" states,
gure 2(a). An intensi ed CCD amera may alternatively be used for dete tion, for imaging
ion rystals su h as that in gure 2(b); in the experiments des ribed here the amera is used
only to he k for the presen e of non- uores ing (i.e. non-40 Ca+ ) ions.
4.5 Experimental sequen e

To make a single read-out measurement, the following sequen e of events o urs (where 
indi ates `on'):
A tion

Duration
(approx.)

397

Laser beams

397

393

854

866

Magneti

elds

B

B0

Doppler ooling
15 ms



Opti al pumping
10 ms



Adiabati rotation
30 ms
 ramping 
Shelving
1 s{50 ms




Dete tion
8 ms



De-shelving
2 ms

 

This sequen e is repeated many (typi ally 1000) times to obtain a measurement of the
mean D5=2 population. The read-out eÆ ien y is dedu ed by omparing the D5=2 population
=2
measured when the ion is prepared in the S1=12=2 state with that when it is prepared in S+1
1=2 .
The length 393 of the shelving pulse depends on the intensity of the 393 nm laser beam;
two di erent intensity regimes were investigated, with 393  10 ms at the lower intensity
and 393  10 s at the higher one. The total length of the sequen e is approximately
(90 ms + 393 ), when the opening and losing delays of me hani al shutters are in luded.
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The de-shelving phase ensures the ion is returned immediately to the ooling y le, to
avoid having to wait  1 s for it to de ay spontaneously. The photon ounter is gated on
for 8 ms during the dete tion phase, to determine if the ion is shelved or not; and again
during the Doppler ooling phase, to he k that the ion returned orre tly to the ooling
y le after the previous sequen e.
5

Results

Results for the shelving eÆ ien y as a fun tion of shelving pulse duration 393 are shown in
gure 3. Figure 3(a) shows the measured D5=2 population, where ea h point represents 1000
experimental sequen es. For ea h value of 393 two runs were arried out, with the sense of
the ir ular polarization of the 397 beam reversed between them so as to prepare the initial
=2
population N (0) predominantly in either S1=12=2 or S+1
1=2 . The data are tted by equation 1
(1)
where the parameters I15 (393 nm  intensity), N (0) (for 397 runs) and N (2) (0) (for
397 + runs) are simultaneously oated. The experiment di ers slightly from the situation
treated in se tion 3, in that the 866 nm repumping laser is left on during the shelving pulse
whi h prevents any population ending up in the D3=2 level; to a rst approximation this
re y les about half the lost population ba k into D5=2 via the qubit state that is being read
out (S1=12=2 ) and we use a modi ed bran hing ratio b = 0:94 in equations 1 and 2.
The observed eÆ ien y  is the di eren e between the two data sets and is shown in
gure 3(b), together with the tted urve. At the optimum shelving pulse length of around
6 ms the eÆ ien y rea hes 60%. Also shown is the ideal eÆ ien y that would be obtained if
the initial state preparation were perfe t. In a se ond experiment a higher intensity 393 nm
shelving pulse was used, giving a peak observed read-out eÆ ien y of 50% at 393  15 s;
the redu tion in eÆ ien y appeared to be due to poorer initial state preparation.
Figure 4 shows the shelving eÆ ien y as a fun tion of the magneti eld B applied for
read-out, where 393 was xed at the optimum value of 6 ms. The data are again tted by
equation 1, with independent variable B and the same parameters oated as previously.
The eld strength was alibrated from the Zeeman shift of the S1=12=2 $ P3=32=2 omponent.
Given the simpli ations in the limited rate-equation treatment, the ts are satisfa tory,
and indi ate 10{15% imperfe tion in the state preparation and a 393 nm  intensity at
the ion of 40{60% of the measured beam intensity in this polarization (implying the beam
was not perfe tly entred on the ion). We do not a ount for residual Doppler broadening
or laser linewidth, whi h are small ( 1 MHz) ompared to the S1=2 $ P3=2 natural width.
6

Dis ussion and Prospe ts

As dis ussed by Stevens et al.,9 read-out eÆ ien ies signi antly less than 100% do not
ne essarily render quantum omputations ineÆ ient and the main ost is the need to rerun an algorithm several times; from gures 3(a) and 4(a) the two di erent initial states
an learly be dis riminated (even when  < 50%), and ould be with signi antly less
repetitions than the 1000 used here, with optimized parameters.
The observed eÆ ien y of this read-out method appears to be limited mainly by imperfe t opti al pumping used to prepare the initial states; we have no reason to doubt that with
orre tly-prepared initial populations the read-out eÆ ien y would approa h its theoreti al
optimum at large magneti eld, or that it ould be made lose to 100% by repumping
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Figure 3. Read-out eÆ ien y as a fun tion of the duration 393 of the 393 nm S1=12=2 ! P3=32=2 shelving
pulse, for xed magneti eld B = 98 G. Error bars are statisti al. (a) Mean D5=2 population at the end
of the shelving pulse, for a single ion previously pumped with 397 nm  light (Æ) or 397 nm + light
(). Ea h data point represents 1000 experimental sequen es. The t from equation 1 (solid lines) gives
(1)
N
(0) = 0:89(1), N (2) (0) = 0:13(1), I15 = 0:054(3) W/m2 . The measured 393 nm  intensity was
estimated to be 0.12(4) W/m2 at the entre of the beam. The dotted lines show the predi tions of the
theory for N (0) = 0 : : : 1 in ten steps. (b) Observed read-out eÆ ien y  for the same data. The solid
line is equation 2 with the above parameters. The dashed line shows the expe ted eÆ ien y if the initial
populations had been perfe tly prepared, that is, if N (1) (0) N (2) (0) = 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Shelving eÆ ien y as a fun tion of the read-out magneti eld B , for xed shelving pulse duration
= 6 ms. Error bars are statisti al. (a) Mean D5=2 population at the end of the shelving pulse, for a single
ion previously pumped with 397 nm  light (Æ) or 397 nm + light (). Ea h data point represents 1000
experimental sequen es. The t from equation 1 (solid lines) gives N (1) (0) = 0:90(1), N (2) (0) = 0:16(1),
I15 = 0:091(3) W/m2 . The measured 393 nm  intensity was estimated to be 0.15(5) W/m2 at the entre
of the beam. The dotted lines show the predi tions of the theory for N (0) = 0 : : : 1 in ten steps. (b)
Observed read-out eÆ ien y  for the same data. The solid line is equation 2 with the above parameters.
The dashed line shows the expe ted eÆ ien y if the initial populations had been perfe tly prepared, that
is, if N (1) (0) N (2) (0) = 1.
393
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from D3=2 with 850 nm light as mentioned in se tion 3. The limited state preparation eÆien y is probably due to the swit hing of the high magneti eld ne essary in this s heme:
at onstant low eld we obtain very eÆ ient opti al pumping (a redu tion of the 397 nm
uores en e from an intense 397 beam by a fa tor > 50), but when the high magneti
eld is swit hed at  10 Hz as in the read-out experiments the opti al pumping is mu h less
eÆ ient (the uores en e observed during the low- eld opti al pumping pulse is redu ed by
a fa tor  4 only). By varying the dire tion of the low magneti eld with respe t to the
opti al pumping beam during sequen es of read-out experiments we were unable to improve
the shelving eÆ ien y, implying that the problem is due to u tuating transient elds; the
uores en e observed indi ates these are at the  1 G level.
Although it might be possible to redu e these magneti eld transients, they will be
a more serious problem when it omes to manipulation of the qubit states themselves by
driving Raman transitions between them. Then the energy separation of the qubit states,
whi h is rst-order dependent on the magneti eld, must be kept onstant, leading to
a requirement on the magneti eld stability at the mG level. Hen e we are urrently
investigating the possibility of alternative laser read-out methods whi h do not require the
magneti eld to be in reased, but still avoid the need for sophisti ated laser stabilization.
1=2
+1=2
=2
One su h method is to ex ite Raman transitions S+1
1=2 $ (P1=2 ) $ D3=2 followed
+1
=2
+3
=2
+1
=2
by spontaneous s attering on the D3=2 $ P3=2 transition to shelve the S1=2 qubit state
in D5=2 ; here the sele tion of Zeeman states is a hieved by polarization rather than large
magneti elds. A se ond possibility is to shelve using the S1=2 $ P3=2 transition again, but
=2
to use ele tromagneti ally-indu ed transparen y to suppress the S1=12=2 $ P+1
3=2 transition
+1
=2
+3
=2
whilst allowing the S1=2 $ P3=2 transition, for example; here a se ond, relatively intense,
pump laser operating lose to the D3=2 $ P3=2 transition is used to provide the EIT. Preliminary al ulations suggest that this se ond s heme an produ e a read-out eÆ ien y lose
to 90% with lasers stabilized to the 1 MHz level and with 1% polarization impurity.
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